Characterization of the cell cycle of cultured human diploid cells: effects of aging and hydrocortisone.
Age-related changes in the cytokinetics of human diploid cells in vitro have been compared in normal cultures and in cultures in which lifespan has been prolonged by the addition of hydrocortisone to the medium. For both cultures, with advancing age the fraction of cells in the actively proliferating pool decreased and the intercellular variation in cell cycle times increased. The average cell cycle time was prolonged during aging due almost entirely to changes in the duration of G1. The duration of S remained constant, while a small delay in G 2 was observed in late passage cells near the end of their lifespan. Although the same pattern of change in proliferative parameters occurred in both control and hydrocortisone-treated cultures, the changes were somewhat delayed in the presence of the steroid. The results are interpreted in terms of several cell cycle models and suggest that the events controlling cell proliferation are sensitive to hydrocortisone modulation during the G1 and possibly the G2 periods.